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Increase or Reduce
There are two ways to light Chanukah candles. One is to start with the smallest amount of light and increase each day;

the second is to start with the greatest amount of light and reduce the light each day. In fact, this was an argument
between the schools of Hillel and Shammai. Hillel said to light one candle the first night and build up to eight. Shammai
said to light eight candles the first night and work down to one.The Talmud gives us the legal arguments behind their
respective opinions. Shammai said we should celebrate the days that are left, while Hillel said we should celebrate the

days that have passed because of how the Chanukah miracle occurred. After the Jews discovered one pure cruse of oil
and lit it, the miracle was that the cruse of oil would burn for seven more nights. And so, on the second night, Shammai
would have you light seven candles, reflecting the seven miracles to come. But Hillel reasoned that because that little

cruse of oil started to burn into its second night, you light two candles on the second night.1From another perspective,
Hillel tells us to grow the light, to make it increase as the miracle unfolds. Shammai tells us to shrink the light, to reduce

it as the miracle winds down.
Two Paths Toward Change

Hillel and Shammai’s debate applies to every area of growth in life. When you want to change a bad habit or a harmful
addiction, when you want to break out of a rut or get out of a harmful relationship, there are always two tasks. One is to
lessen the harmful behaviour, the other is to grow the positive behaviour. Suppose you need to break out of the terrible
habit of teasing. You are disgusted by your propensity for the caustic, sarcastic remarks that slip off your tongue without

notice. You feel terrible every time you tease, and you know you need to stop. You don’t mean to be crude, but you
almost can’t help yourself. You need be more conscientious. You need to think before you speak. But that feels like an
overwhelming and nearly impossible task. How do you do it? There are two approaches: Shammai and Hillel. Shammai
says, stop cold turkey. Be your own cruelest dictator and show yourself no mercy. It will be excruciating at first; it will
take everything you have and leave you depleted by the end of the day. But remember this: The beginnings are always
hardest. If you stay with it, tomorrow will be a little easier. The first day will require your every waking thought. But the

second day won’t require as much effort. Every day, your new pattern will be a little more comfortable, a little more
familiar. With time, your new custom will become habit. When you encounter the pains of today, Shammai would have
you think about tomorrow. Yes, today is difficult, but tomorrow won’t be as hard. And the next day will be even easier,

and it will get easier after that.On the first night, Shammai says, l ight eight candles. When the dark settles in, use
everything you’ve got. Hold nothing back; you will need every ounce of reserve to battle this darkness. Whether the

darkness is in the night or in your soul, it will require much light to drive it away. But once you get used to the light, once
you get into the groove of pushing darkness away, it becomes easier. You need less energy to continue the fight than to
start the fight. Therefore, the second night will need only seven candles. Keep reducing candles until such time that the

light in your soul will be on automatic and won’t even need to be rekindled as night falls. Hillel takes a different view.
Hillel tells you to go easy on yourself and not worry too much if you slip up the first day despite your greatest effort. You

can’t expect to be perfect from the get go. On the first night, you light only one candle. That is not a lot of light, but
don’t fret, it is more light than you had yesterday. So, if despite your best efforts, a caustic comment or a teasing remark

slipped out, don’t despair. This is just the beginning. Tomorrow you will l ight two lights, then three and four, until you
reach eight.

Tomorrow Will Be Better
Shammai and Hillel agree that you need to look forward. Shammai tells you to think that tomorrow will be easier. Hillel

tells you to think that tomorrow will be better. According to Shammai, the resistance will shrink each day as you go
along, so the number of candles should be reduced. But the light, the amount of success, will increase each day, and so

according to Hillel, the number of candles should be increased.2A rabbi once looked out of his window to see some
children playing a rather dangerous game. They leaned a beam up against the roof and had a contest to see who could

climb all the way up to the top. Child after child made it only part way and fell , but as the rabbi watched, he saw his own
child make it to the top. At a later point, he asked his child why he alone made it to the top. The child replied, they all

looked down to see how far they had come. I looked up to see how little I had left to go.
The Critical Start

Shammai and Hillel disagree on how much pressure you should put on yourself that first day. Shammai says, go all the
way; show no mercy. It will be hard, but don’t let that stop you. Hillel says, start with a little today and improve each day
as you go along. Shammai was an exacting teacher; he only accepted pupils of the highest caliber. Hillel was a populist,
who took in any student who applied. Thus, Shammai developed an exacting approach and demanded a high standard

from his students. Hillel developed a more welcoming approach, one that anyone can adopt. Hillel’s approach is
embedded in the way we light our Chanukah candles today. We keep growing, step by step, candle by candle, l ight by

light and mitzvah by mitzvah. Before we know it, we will have built a huge edifice of mitzvahs, a conglomerate comprised
of many little pieces, many individual l ights. When Moshiach comes, things will change. We will all be capable of living up

to Shammai’s standards. This is why Jewish tradition teaches that when Moshiach comes, we will switch over to
Shammai’s approach and light eight candles the first night and reduce from there. Until that time, we will be proud and

effective Hillels—lighting up the world, candle by candle, l ittle flame, by little flame
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The deception has taken place. Joseph has been sold into slavery. His brothers have dipped his coat in blood.
They bring it back to their father, saying: “Look what we have found. Do you recognize it? Is this your son’s robe
or not?” Jacob recognized it and replied, “It is my son’s robe. A wild beast has devoured him. Joseph has been
torn to pieces.” We then read: Jacob rent his clothes, put on sackcloth, and mourned his son for a long time. His
sons and daughters tried to comfort him, but he refused to be comforted. He said, “I will go down to the grave
mourning for my son.”Why did Jacob refuse to be comforted? There are laws in Judaism about the limits of

grief—shivah, sheloshim, a year. There is no such thing as a bereave ment for which grief is endless. The Gemara
says that G‑d says to one who weeps beyond the appointed time, “You are not more compassionate than I.”A
midrash gives a remarkable answer. “One can be comforted for one who is dead, but not for one who is still

living.” Jacob refused to be comforted because he had not yet given up hope that Joseph was still alive. That,
tragically, is the fate of those who have lost members of their family (the parents of soldiers missing in action,

for example), but have as yet no proof that they are dead. They cannot go through the normal stages of
mourning, because they cannot abandon the possibility that the missing person is still capable of being

rescued. Their continuing anguish is a form of loyalty; to give up, to mourn, to be reconciled to loss is a kind of
betrayal. In such cases, grief lacks closure. To refuse to be comforted is to refuse to give up hope. On what

basis did Jacob continue to hope? Surely he had recognized Joseph’s bloodstained coat and said explicitly, “A
wild beast has devoured him. Joseph has been torn to pieces”? Do these words not mean that he had

accepted that Joseph was dead? The late David Daube made a suggestion that I find convincing. The words
the sons say to Jacob—haker na, “do you recognize this?”—have a quasi-legal connotation. Daube relates this
passage to another, with which it has close linguistic parallels: If a man gives a donkey, an ox, a sheep or any
other animal to his neighbor for safekeeping, and it dies or is injured or is taken away while no one is looking,
the issue between them will be settled by the taking of an oath before the L‑rd that the neighbor did not lay

hands on the other person’s property . . . If it [the animal] was torn to pieces by a wild animal, he shall bring the
remains as evidence, and he will not be required to pay for the torn animal.The issue at stake is the extent of
responsibility borne by a guardian (shomer). If the animal is lost through negligence, the guardian is at fault

and must make good the loss. If there is no negligence, merely force majeure—an unavoidable, unforeseeable
accident—the guardian is exempt from blame. One such case is where the loss has been caused by a wild

animal. The wording in the law—tarof yitaref, “torn to pieces”—exactly parallels Jacob’s judgment in the case of
Joseph: tarof toraf Yosef, “Joseph has been torn to pieces.”We know that some such law existed prior to the

giving of the Torah. Jacob himself says to Laban, whose flocks and herds have been placed in his charge, “I did
not bring you animals torn by wild beasts; I bore the loss myself.” This implies that guardians even then were

exempt from responsibility for the damage caused by wild animals. We also know that an elder brother carried
a similar responsibility for the fate of a younger brother placed in his charge (i.e., when the two were alone
together). That is the significance of Cain’s denial when confronted by G‑d as to the fate of Abel: “Am I my

brother’s guardian [shomer]?”We now understand a series of nuances in the encounter between Jacob and his
sons, when they return without Joseph. Normally they would be held responsible for their younger brother’s

disappearance. To avoid this, as in the case of later biblical law, they “bring the remains as evidence.” If those
remains show signs of an attack by a wild animal, they must—by virtue of the law then operative—be held
innocent. Their request to Jacob, haker na, must be construed as a legal request, meaning, “Examine the

evidence.” Jacob has no alternative but to do so, and in virtue of what he has seen, to acquit them. A judge,
however, may be forced to acquit someone accused of the crime because the evidence is insufficient to justify
a conviction, yet he may hold lingering private doubts. So Jacob was forced to find his sons innocent, without
necessarily believing what they said. Jacob did not believe it, and his refusal to be comforted shows that he

was unconvinced. He continued to hope that Joseph was still alive. That hope was eventually justified. Joseph
was still alive, and eventually father and son were reunited.The refusal to be comforted sounded more than

once in Jewish history. The prophet Jeremiah heard it in a later age:This is what the L‑rd says:“A voice is heard
in Ramah,Mourning and great weeping,Rachel weeping for her childrenAnd refusing to be comforted,Because

her children are no more.”This is what the L‑rd says: “Restrain your voice from weeping, And your eyes from
tears, For your work will be rewarded,” says the L‑rd.“They will return from the land of the enemy.S o there is

hope for your future,” declares the L‑rd,“Your children will return to their own land.”5Why was Jeremiah sure that
Jews would return? Because they refused to be comforted—meaning, they refused to give up hope. So it was
during the Babylonian exile, in one of the great expressions of all time of the refusal to be comforted: By the

rivers of Babylon we sat and wept,As we remembered Zion . . .How can we sing the songs of the L‑rd in a strange
land?If I forget you, O Jerusalem,May my right hand forget [its skill],May my tongue cling to the roof of my

mouth If I do not remember you,If I do not consider Jerusalem my highest joy.6It is said that Napoleon, passing
a synagogue on Tisha B’Av, heard the sounds of lamentation. “What are the Jews crying for?” he asked one of
his officers. “For Jerusalem,” he replied. “How long ago did they lose it?” “More than 1,700 years ago.” “A people

who can mourn for Jerusalem so long, will one day have it restored to them,” he is reputed to have replied. Jews
are the people who refused to be comforted, because they never gave up hope. Jacob did eventually see
Joseph again. Rachel’s children did return to the land. Jerusalem is once again the Jewish home. All the

evidence may suggest otherwise: it may seem to signify irretrievable loss, a decree of history that cannot be
overturned, a fate that must be accepted. Jews never believed the evidence, because they had something else
to set against it—a faith, a trust, an unbreakable hope that proved stronger than historical inevitability. It is not
too much to say that Jewish survival was sustained in that hope. Where did it come from? From a simple—or

perhaps not so simple—phrase in the life of Jacob. He refused to be comforted. And so—while we live in a world
still scarred by violence, poverty and injustice—must we.

THE REFUSAL TO BE COMFORTED
By Rabbi Jonathan Sacks
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Jacob settles in Hebron with his twelve sons. His favorite is
seventeen-year-old Joseph, whose brothers are jealous of the
preferential treatment he receives from his father, such as a
precious many-colored coat that Jacob makes for Joseph. Joseph
relates to his brothers two of his dreams which foretell that he is
destined to rule over them, increasing their envy and hatred
towards him.Simeon and Levi plot to kill him, but Reuben suggests
that they throw him into a pit instead, intending to come back later
and save him. While Joseph is in the pit, Judah has him sold to a
band of passing Ishmaelites. The brothers dip Joseph’s special coat
in the blood of a goat and show it to their father, leading him to
believe that his most beloved son was devoured by a wild
beast.Judah marries and has three children. The eldest, Er, dies
young and childless, and his wife, Tamar, is given in levirate
marriage to the second son, Onan. Onan sins by spilling his seed,
and he too meets an early death. Judah is reluctant to have his
third son marry her. Determined to have a child from Judah’s
family, Tamar disguises herself as a prostitute and seduces Judah
himself. Judah hears that his daughter-in-law has become
pregnant and orders her executed for harlotry, but when Tamar
produces some personal effects he left with her as a pledge for
payment, he publicly admits that he is the father. Tamar gives birth
to twin sons, Peretz (an ancestor of King David) and Zerach.Joseph
is taken to Egypt and sold to Potiphar, the minister in charge of
Pharaoh’s slaughterhouses. G‑d blesses everything he does, and
soon he is made overseer of all his master’s property. Potiphar’s
wife desires the handsome and charismatic lad; when Joseph
rejects her advances, she tells her husband that the Hebrew slave
tried to force himself on her, and has him thrown into prison.
Joseph gains the trust and admiration of his jailers, who appoint
him to a position of authority in the prison administration.In prison,
Joseph meets Pharaoh’s chief butler and chief baker, both
incarcerated for offending their royal master. Both have disturbing
dreams, which Joseph interprets; in three days, he tells them, the
butler will be released and the baker hanged. Joseph asks the
butler to intercede on his behalf with Pharaoh. Joseph’s predictions
are fulfilled, but the butler forgets all about Joseph and does
nothing for him.

Zechariah 2:14-4:7.This haftorah is read on Shabbat Chanukah
as it contains a vision of the golden Temple Menorah.This

prophecy was communicated by Zechariah shortly before the
building of the Second Temple. The haftorah opens with a vivid

depiction of the joy that will prevail when G‑d will return to
Jerusalem: "Sing and rejoice, O daughter of Zion, for, behold! I
will come and dwell in your midst, says the L-rd."The prophet

then describes a scene in the Heavenly Court: Satan was
seeking to incriminate Joshua, the first High Priest to serve in

the Second Temple, because of the "soiled garments" (i.e. sins)
he was wearing. G‑d himself defends the High Priest: "And the

Lord said to Satan: The Lord shall rebuke you, O Satan; the Lord
who chose Jerusalem shall rebuke you. Is [Joshua] not a brand
plucked from fire?" I.e., how dare Satan prosecute an individual
who endured the hardships of exile? "And He raised His voice
and said to those standing before him, saying, 'Take the filthy
garments off him.' And He said to him, 'See, I have removed

your iniquity from you, and I have clad you with clean
garments.'"G‑d then proceeds to outline the rewards awaiting

Joshua if he and his descendents follow G‑d's ways. The
ultimate reward is, "Behold! I will bring My servant, the Shoot, "

an allsion to Moshiach, the Shoot of David.Zechariah then
describes a vision of a golden seven-branched Menorah. An

angel interprets the meaning of this vision: "This is the word of
the Lord to Zerubbabel [descendent of King David, one of the

protagonists in the building of the Second Temple], 'Not by
military force and not by physical strength, but by My spirit,'

says the Lord of Hosts." Meaning that Zerubbabel's descendent,
Moshiach, will have no difficulty in his task, it will be as simple as

lighting a menorah.

Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, not feeling well and concerned about
his mortality, goes to consult a Psychic about the date of his
death.Closing her eyes and silently reaching into the realm of

the future she finds the answer: "You will die on a Jewish
holiday.""Which one?'" Ahmadinejad asks nervously."It doesn't

matter," replied the psychic. "Whenever you die, it' l l be a
Jewish holiday."

Getting a handful of these brings
a joy you've never felt, but don't

leave me in your pockets because
I may melt! What am I? 

Answer for last week by Harvey Berg
 

Bank

Levene, Samuel Shmuel ben Hershl Saturday 21/11/2020 Kislev 5, 5781 Levene, Ian father
Gray, Philip Ephraim Shlomo ben Yaakov Sunday 22/11/2020 Kislev 6, 5781 Wiseman, Susan father

Curtis, Alf Avraham ben Shalom HaCohen Monday 23/11/2020 Kislev 7, 5781 Curtis, Geoffrey father Curtis, Philip father
Green, Sheila Sheindle bas Mordecai HaCohen Tuesday 24/11/2020 Kislev 8, 5781 Green, Mitchell mother Green, Clive

mother
Rosen, Yehuda Meir Yehuda Meir ben Moshe Aharon Tuesday 24/11/2020 Kislev 8, 5781 Rosen, Sylvia husband

Bien, Jacqueline Yaffa bas Ze'Ave Ha'Cohen Friday 27/11/2020 Kislev 11, 5781 Gee, Audrey sister
Haskal, Reg Yitzchak ben Moshe Aharon Friday 27/11/2020 Kislev 11, 5781 Reuben, Beverly father
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In Bergen-Belsen, on the eve of Hanukkah, a selection took place. Early in the morning, three German

commandants, meticulously dressed in their festive black uniforms and in visibly high spirits, entered

the men's barracks. They ordered the men to stand at the foot of their three-tiered bunk beds.The

selection began. No passports were required, no papers were checked, there was no roll call and no

headcount. One of the three commandants just lifted the index finger in his snow-white glove and

pointed in the direction of a pale face, while his mouth pronounced the death sentence with one

single word: "Come!"Like a barrage of machine-gun fire came the German commands: "Komme,

komme, komme, komme, komme." The men selected were marched outside. S.S. men with rubber

truncheons and iron prods awaited them. They kicked, beat, and tortured the innocent victims. When

the tortured body no longer responded, the revolver was used . . . .The random selection went on

inside the barracks and the brutal massacre continued outside of the barracks until sundown. When

the Nazi black angels of death departed, they left behind heaps of hundreds of tortured and twisted

bodies.Then Hanukkah came to Bergen-Belsen. It was time to kindle the Hanukkah lights. A jug of oil

was not to be found, no candle was in sight, and a hanukkiah belonged to the distant past. Instead,

a wooden clog, the shoe of one of the inmates, became a hanukkiah; strings pulled from a

concentration-camp uniform, a wick; and the black camp shoe polish, pure oil.Not far from the

heaps of the bodies, the living skeletons assembled to participate in the kindling of Hanukkah

lights.The Rabbi of Bluzhov lit the first light and chanted the first two blessings in his pleasant voice,

and the festive melody was filled with sorrow and pain. When he was about to recite the third

blessing, he stopped, turned his head, and looked around as if he were searching for something.But

immediately, he turned his face back to the quivering small lights and in a strong, reassuring,

comforting voice, chanted the third blessing: "Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord our God, King of the Universe,

who has kept us alive, and hast preserved us, and enabled us to reach this season."Rabbi Israel

Spira, Rebbe of Bluzhov (1891-1989).Among the people present at the kindling of the lights was a Mr.

Zamietchkowski, one of the leaden of the Warsaw Bund. He was a clever, sincere person with a

passion for discussing matters of religion, faith, and truth. Even here in camp at Bergen Belsen, his

passion for discussion did not abate. He never missed an opportunity to engage in such a

conversation.As soon as the Rabbi of Bluzhov had finished the ceremony of kindling the lights,

Zamietchkowski elbowed his way to the rabbi and said, "Spira, you are a clever and honest person. I

can understand your need to light Hanukkah candles in these wretched times. I can even understand

the historical note of the second blessing, 'Who wroughtest miracles for our fathers in days of old, at

this season.' But the fact that you recited the third blessing is beyond me. How could you thank God

and say 'Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord our God, King of the Universe, who has kept us alive, and hast

preserved us, and enabled us to reach this season'? How could you say it when hundreds of dead

Jewish bodies are literally lying within the shadows of the Hanukkah lights, when thousands of living

Jewish skeletons are walking around in camp, and millions more are being massacred? For this you

are thankful to God? For this you praise the Lord? This you call 'keeping us alive'?""Zamietchkowski,

you are a hundred percent right," answered the rabbi. "When I reached the third blessing, I also

hesitated and asked myself, what should I do with this blessing? I turned my head in order to ask the

Rabbi of Zaner and other distinguished rabbis who were standing near me, if indeed I might recite

the blessing. But just as I was turning my head, I noticed that behind me a throng was standing, a

large crowd of living Jews, their faces expressing faith, devotion, and concentration as they were

listening to the rite of the kindling of the Hanukkah lights. I said to myself, if God, blessed be He, has

such a nation that at times like these, when during the lighting of the Hanukkah lights they see in

front of them the heaps of bodies of their beloved fathers, brothers, and sons, and death is looking

from every corner, if despite all that, they stand in throngs and with devotion listening to the

Hanukkah blessing 'Who wroughtest miracles for our fathers in days of old, at this season'; if, indeed,

I was blessed to see such a people with so much faith and fervor, then I am under a special

obligation to recite the third blessing.”Some years after liberation, the Rabbi of Bluzhov, now

residing in Brooklyn, New York, received regards from Mr. Zamietchkowski. Zamietchkowski asked the

son of the Skabiner Rabbi to tell Israel Spira, the Rabbi of Bluzhov, that the answer he gave him that

dark Hanukkah night in Bergen Belsen had stayed with him ever since, and was a constant source of

inspiration during hard and troubled times.Based on a conversation of the Grand Rabbi of Bluzhov,

Rabbi Israel Singer, with Aaron Frankel and Baruch Singer, June 22, 1975. I heard it at the rabbi's

house.Survivors at Bergen-Belsen after liberation. April 1945.

FOOD 4 THE SOUL

When the Maccabees recaptured the Holy Temple, they found that the enemy had contaminated all the
olive oil. So they searched until they found one small jug with the seal of the High Priest. They lit the

Menorah with that oil, and it burned miraculously for eight days. When we look inside our own selves, the
temple of our soul, there are times when nothing seems pure or sincere. But there is a place, in the deepest
recesses of the soul, that always remains pure. Discover that small jug of oil. Ignite it. Let it shine. Its light

will perform miracles.
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